
The renaissance of a French watch brand

Any collector of diving watches will tell you: it’s impossible to ignore the Triton Spirotechnique -

the French diving watch born in 1963 and which had the audacity to cost more than a Rolex

Submariner.

Today, a pair of French watch enthusiasts - Jean-Sébastien Coste and Philippe Friedmann -

have re-launched the brand with a model dubbed the ‘Subphotique’, all the while keeping the

unique DNA of its illustrious ancestor.

A proud past

The Triton was designed in 1962 by Jean René Parmentier (1921 - 1998) for the

Spirotechnique Company, founded in 1946 by the famous Jacques Cousteau. René

Parmentier was a former colonel in the French Air Force whose passion was watches and

watchmaking. The Triton was launched in 1963 and sold until the beginning of the seventies,

distributed exclusively through diving equipment shops.

He had patented a unique crown protection system, designed to secure the winding crown

and guard it against accidents during dives. The watch was instantly recognisable due to its

crown at 12 o’clock and its hinged crown protection fixed to the case. This singular and

aesthetically pleasing design was not created just to look good, but to avoid possibly fatal

diving accidents caused by the winding crown snagging on something during a dive.
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The Triton was one of the first diving watches to withstand a depth of 200 metres. This is why

many professional divers (including those of the French Navy) adopted it.

A new chapter begins with Triton Subphotique

Precision engineered and hand assembled by the best Swiss watchmakers, the new Triton

maintains its famous crown at 12 o’clock and hinged crown protection. It is now fitted with a

helium escape valve to better withstand decompression in a chamber and is rated to 500

metres (1640 ft). At this depth the watch becomes ‘subphotic’, beneath the photic layer of the

sea (around 200 metres) after which light no longer penetrates.

The new, automatic, Swiss made version maintains the aesthetic clues of the original Triton

- steel case (enlarged from 37-39mm to 40-41mm) a unique style of figures on the graduated

bezel (oversized first digit 1, 2, 3, etc. for the ten minute markers) for increased legibility under

water, ‘roulette’ date wheel - alternating red and black number for the odd and even dates,

ultra-legible hands finished in type C3 Super Luminova, applied by hand.

Decidedly sport-chic, the Triton Subphotique displays an attention to detail in the quality of its

finish and the choice of materials, resulting in a singular elegance. This is particularly apparent

with its scratchproof sapphire glass bezel (60 clicks to comply with ISO diving standards),

with its crown bearing the Triton logo (a double anchor) or with the bi-material strap in a

choice of Louisiana alligator leather or silicon, each lined with black rubber and attached with a

tang buckle bearing the Triton logo.

Right-handed or left-handed makes no difference. With its winding crown located at 12 o’clock

this watch is extremely comfortable on the wrist, with no risk of the crown digging in’ the back

of the hand or the forearm.

The Triton Subphotique is powered by a customised, automatic movement (based on the

Soprod A10-2) fitted with a rotor and bridge decorated with ‘Côtes-de-Genève'. This movement

is 100% Swiss made with a frequency of 28,800 bph and 42-hour power reserve.
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An adventure not lacking in audacity

Jean-Sébastien Coste et Philippe Friedmann understand very well that it will take a lot of

courage and audacity to carve out their place in a sector dominated by a handful of extremely

powerful groups, leaving little space for ‘independents’.

The rebirth of the Triton brand is the result of at least two years of human, material and

financial investment; the two investors having taken upon themselves to finance this venture

out of their own pockets.

‘Our watch is assembled and tested by one of the partners of Patek Philippe and Richard

Mille’, Jean Sébastien and Philippe are proud to admit - proof enough that they ended up being

taken seriously by the best craftsmen in the Swiss watchmaking business.
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DESCRIPTION: TRITON SUBPHOTIQUE TR-01

Case Brushed 316L stainless steel or Black PVD

40 mm diameter; 41 mm with the bezel

Scratch resistant sapphire glass with anti-reflective coating

Helium escape valve at the 3 o’clock position

Water resistant to 500, (50 ATM)

Screw on case back engraved and numbered

Bezel Unidirectional 60 clicks (diver type)

Sapphire insert fitted to a bezel in 316L steel

Markings finished in Superluminova C3

Crown Positioned at 12 o’clock, screw down

Double protection by a hinged steel crown guard screwed to the case

Triton logo in sapphire

Dial Quick-set date at 3 o’clock, ‘roulette’ date wheel - red/black for odd and even dates

‘Sword’ type luminous hour and minute hands painted with Superluminova C3

Luminous Superluminova C3 indices

Strap Bi-material - ‘techno’ silicon lined with black rubber

Bi-material - Louisiana Alligator leather lined with black rubber

Steel bracelet

Functions Hours, Minutes, Seconds, Date

Movement Customised automatic Triton movement with bi-directional rotor (base Soprod A10-2),

Rotor and bridges decorated with Côtes-de-Genève and engraved with the Triton name.

Spiral Parachrom balance spring for optimum resistance to shocks and temperature changes

28,000 beats per hour. 42 hour power reserve.


